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Alpha Tau Members Reap the Benefits

t has been an exciting year for Alpha Tau! In addition to recruiting an
incredible pledge class and maintaining our status as a top chapter in
grades and reputation on campus, several alumni and active members have
developed projects for The Experience Company (TEC). This revolutionary
organization, exclusive to Alpha Tau, provides qualified Betas with
mentorships and internship opportunities using a vast network of alumni
connections.
TEC board includes 10 alumni members, two parents of current
undergraduates, the chapter president, the alumni relations chairman, and
two rotating interns from the chapter. Together, we have made tremendous
strides to provide our brothers with the best possible opportunities.
Last fall, 24 undergraduates were matched with 24 alumni as the inaugural
pairings for the mentorship program. Read more about the program below
and on page 2.
This summer, our internship program launches. We have successfully
placed three undergraduates with top employers in their field of choice.
Kolt Hale ’15, an actuarial science major, will intern with an actuarial

team at Assurity Life Insurance. Lukas Hall ’17, a biosystems engineering
major, and Merrett Lane ’15, a biosystems engineering major, both secured
research positions at UNL and The University of Nebraska-Omaha. More
placements are pending.
TEC helped create and maintain the Alpha Tau website, www.nebraskabeta.
com. This provides a social hub for actives, parents, and alumni in keeping
track of the latest news and upcoming events hosted by our chapter. Every
Beta has his own account and can use it to find the most up-to-date contact
information on his brothers. These successes and new initiatives are made
possible with the continued support of our alumni. If you are interested
in becoming a mentor to an undergraduate, your company would like to
offer internships, or you would like to make a donation to The Experience
Company, which is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization, please contact me.
Yours in ___kai___,
Kaleb Duncan ’15
Director of Content and Communications
The Experience Company
experiencecompany@nebraskabeta.com

The Experience Company (TEC) Mentorship Program

T

Sam Skokan ’15 and Steve Andersen ’60 Share Their Perspectives

he Experience Company (TEC) launched its mentorship
program last fall. The program is designed to foster unique,
lifelong personal and professional relationships between Alpha
Tau Betas from different generations. The first round paired
24 undergraduates with alumni members based on a variety of
similarities, including personal interests, Gallup strengths, and
career aspirations. This spring, we had 18 more pairings with a
second group of mentors and mentees; these were announced
April 24. If you are interested in becoming a mentor, please contact
Kaleb Duncan ’15 at experiencecompany@nebraskabeta.com.
Sam Skokan ’15 and Steve Andersen ’60 were paired based on
similar interests in hunting and fishing. Sam is from Omaha,
Nebraska, and majoring in history and classics with a minor in
business. Sam has served the chapter as historian and wants
to own, direct, and curate a museum someday. Steve is the
vice president and investment advisor for Midlands Financial
in Lincoln, Nebraska. He is a TEC board member and strong
supporter of Alpha Tau.

UNDERGRADUATE PERSPECTIVE

Steve’s impact in my life has been significant. He has an incredible passion for helping
people and giving back to causes he believes in, such as Alpha Tau. In this short time,
we have gone hunting multiple times and we communicate frequently as we plan our
next trip.
Steve has also been there for me through the hardest time of my life. In December, I lost
my brother, Nate Skokan ’14, and Steve has helped me every step of the way. Steve is a
great listener and helps me focus on having constructive and positive conversations. It
has been difficult to discuss losing Nate with most people, but not Steve. He is a great
source of advice because of his life experiences. I’m impressed that he has focused not
only on building our relationship, but is building one with my parents as well.
I am truly grateful to be a member of this mentorship program and
look forward to what its future will bring. To me, the potential seems
limitless.
Yours in ___kai___,
Sam Skokan ’15

(Continued on page 2)
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ALUMNUS PERSPECTIVE

When I was paired with Sam, we had never met
before and we had no idea what the future held. In
the beginning, we had several bonding adventures.
I would pick him up at 5 a.m. so we could go goose
or duck hunting out on farmland I own. We would
sit there in the duck blind, make breakfast of
scrambled eggs and potatoes, and spend a couple
hours getting to know each other better.
Then in December, when tragedy struck the
Skokan family, our relationship took on a deeper
connection. Sam and I had built a friendship
because of the mentorship program and I could
be there for him and his family in their time of
grief. I’ve gotten know Sam’s dad, Todd, and we’ve
had lunch, just the two of us, a few times. I even
helped Sam’s oldest brother, Zachary Skokan ’10,
find a job.
I’m thankful that a mentor program was created
and that it is going well. I didn’t expect this kind
of experience, but we have both grown because
of it. Sam and I have done a lot of
sharing, caring, loving, and crying.
He is a great young man and I’m so
glad I can be part of his life.
Yours in ___kai___,
Steve Andersen ’60
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Future Communication
Strategies Being Considered
by the Alumni Association
Alumni, We Need Your Input!

C

omputers, tablets, and smartphones have
changed the way we read news, shop,
and communicate. Our chapter is exploring
options for printing, emailing, and producing
The Dragon’s Tale using our website.
Whatever direction is taken, it is paramount
that we have correct contact information.
These same thoughts also apply for the General
Fraternity and their website, www.beta.org.
A study done five years ago involving 13
leading fraternities, including Beta, explored if
alumni felt engaged with their fraternity. More
than 55 percent of all alumni respondents
said fraternities were not successful at alumni
engagement. But alumni said when they
received good levels of communications,
including emails, then engagement improved.
Beta and Alpha Tau have many social
communications tools, including Facebook,
LinkedIn, and Twitter. Do you feel engaged?
More importantly, is all of your contact
information updated?
Please take a moment NOW and log into the
General Fraternity website. Review all your
contact information. If anything is incorrect,
make the needed changes. The General Fraternity
often sends emails that are not physically mailed.
Keep up-to-date with what is happening in all of
Beta. Next, review your Alpha Tau information at
www.nebraskabeta.com. If you are a new user,
log into the site, establish your account, and
update contact info. You can also look at the
various headings to see what is happening at
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our chapter. The Lost Brothers link, https://
w w w.nebraskab et a.com/lost-brot hers,
will assist us in cleaning up this missing
information. We have made tremendous
strides improving our contact information in
the past five years, but we still have almost 10
percent of our brothers lost, meaning we have
no current mailing address for them. If you
know about a lost brother, please have them
contact us if they’re still alive, or let us know
if they have passed away. Emails can be sent to
updates@nebraskabeta.com.
This is very important and we appreciate
your help.
Additionally, considering the delivery of The
Dragon’s Tale and other announcements, please
answer the following questions:
1. Would you prefer a printed copy of The
Dragon’s Tale (TDT) be mailed to you?
2. Would you prefer an electronic copy of
TDT be emailed to you?
3. Would you prefer the emailed version
followed by the printed/mailed version a
couple of weeks later?
Please email your responses and additional
comments by June 15 to updates@
nebraskabeta.com. Responses can also be
mailed to: Beta Theta Pi Alumni Association of
Nebraska, P.O. Box 22251, Lincoln, NE 685422251.
Please respond to this survey so we have a
representative number of replies as we make
delivery decisions.
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Alumni Recommendations Needed
for Summer Recruitment By June 15!

age Mruz ’19, Alex Ober ’19, and I look forward to finding and
developing the future leaders of our chapter and the University. As
a team, we are looking for driven young men with leadership potential
and a desire to grow intellectually. In this pursuit we hope to receive
many recommendations from alumni. Recruiting has already started.

nebraskabeta.com/recruitment, so please follow our efforts. We are
excited to get to work and look forward to hearing from you all.
A recruitment form is located on page 8 and is also available on
www.nebraskabeta.com. Please complete it and return with your
recommendation(s) as soon as possible.

For the recruitment team to have ample time to engage with a potential
new member (PNM), we need your recommendations submitted no
later than June 15. Although no bid cards are guaranteed, every
recommended PNM will have a guaranteed recruitment dinner. We
anticipate that most of our recruitment will be completed by the
end of July. Our recruiting schedule will be available online at www.

Yours in ___kai___,
Tanner Haas ’16
Recruitment Chairman
(402) 310-7419
recruitment@nebraskabeta.com
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Looking Toward the
Future with Enthusiasm

s chapter president, I’m constantly
reminded of our chapter’s uniqueness
and the unwavering dedication of our alumni,
undergraduates, families, friends, and the
General Fraternity. With our rich history
and outstanding successes, it is tempting to
be content with the status quo. However, this
attitude is a disservice to the effort it took
to build the chapter into what is it today.
It is our mission to work tirelessly for the
continued success and elevation of Alpha Tau
in a wide array of areas, including academics,
involvement,
brotherhood,
philanthropy,
participation in intramurals, social activities,
and the many experiences of campus life.
The scene of fraternities and sororities on UNL’s
campus and throughout the country is everchanging. There are too many cases of sexual
assault, hazing, and alcohol and other drug
abuse. We can’t stick to business as usual and
exist as silent bystanders. Our chapter assumes
responsibility to prove to the University and
Lincoln community that Greek life is a valueadded part of college campuses. We will do
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everything possible to ensure that we own
the direction of our future. Navigating this
age of increased scrutiny is a challenge we
wholeheartedly accept and see as an exciting
opportunity to grow.
By continuing to recruit and develop Men of
Principle for a principled life, we are contributing
to the future in a positive way and producing
incredible leaders. Beta Theta Pi has provided
me a phenomenal chance to grow and I see my
term as president as a way to give back to the
organization that has given me so much. The
environment of Alpha Tau is one of inspiring
successes, which has motivated me to do more
than I could have ever imagined when entering
college as an anxious freshman. My experiences
are not unique so I thank all those who support
Alpha Tau.
Yours in ___kai___,
Sam Brower ’15
Chapter President
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Thank You,
Alumni,
for Your
Continued
Support

W

e are incredibly fortunate at Alpha
Tau to have a supportive and involved
alumni base. Our capital campaign raised
almost $3 million and allows us to live in
a newly renovated chapter house, which is
by far the nicest among the fraternities on
campus. Alumni members have stepped up
to be mentors and have reached out to offer
jobs and internships. We truly do have the
best alumni around!
During Initiation Week in January, 16
Lincoln alumni opened their homes to
pledges and their pledge fathers for an
Initiation Week dinner. This 50-plus year
tradition reinforces what it means to be a
Beta after college.
On Saturday, April 8, the chapter welcomed
many alumni to the house for a barbecue,
followed by bowling at Sun Valley Lanes. As
brothers, we connected and shared stories.
We encourage alumni in the area to join us
for formal Monday night dinners at 5:30
p.m. or for chapter meetings at 6:15 p.m.
If you would like to come, please email me
at least one week in advance so I can make
the necessary arrangements. You’re also
welcome to simply stop by for a visit; we
would love to have you. Thank you again for
your continued support, which drives the
success of Alpha Tau!
Yours in ___kai___,
Kaleb Duncan ’15
Alumni Relations Chairman
alumni@nebraskabeta.com

We are about $80,000
short of our campaign
goal for the house
remodeling project and
contributions are still
very welcome.

Spring 2017

Incentive Programs Motivate
Academic Excellence

L

ast fall, Alpha Tau again had the top GPA on the city campus with a chapter average of 3.41. This
is second to FarmHouse fraternity and their 3.49 GPA. We continue to stress grades not only to
new pledges, but to the rest of the chapter as well.
In the effort to increase incentives for good grades, the scholarship team created two new programs.
The Betas Get Good Grades Rewards Program offers Betas earning an A on an exam, paper, or project
an entry in a biweekly drawing for a gift card to a local restaurant. The Great Grades Dinner is a meal
served to Betas who work hard the entire semester and obtain the coveted 4.0 GPA.
The scholarship team invited 15 professors to a formal dinner to recognize them for their commitment
to education. This was a huge success and we received many kind words from the attending faculty.
As the academic year comes to a close, we look forward to finding new ways to serve the men of the
Alpha Tau Chapter.
Yours in ___kai___,
Samuel L. Lindblad ’15
Scholarship Chairman

T

Pledge Educator’s Report

he newly initiated pledge class of 2016 has
been busy attending chapter meetings,
participating in recruiting events, and continuing
their efforts toward academic success. I am
fortunate to guide this group of 30 individuals
who are focused, hardworking, and dedicated to
upholding the great name of Beta Theta Pi.
I’m excited to work with our next pledge class in
the fall. As a chapter, we are thrilled to introduce
the benefits of The Experience Company to the
new pledges, along with the continuation of our
Gallup Strengths coaching sessions offered by

Chapter Counselor Mike Wortman ’67. I look
forward to helping these young men adopt the
responsible college student lifestyle. Along with
our scholarship team, I will work to impress
upon them the importance of good grades, and
spend time teaching them Beta lore, songs, and
rituals. I’m thankful for the support and guidance
I have from my fellow executive team, the entire
chapter membership, and our alumni.
Yours in ___kai___,
John Pfeifer ’16
Pledge Educator

Congratulations,
New Initiates
Blake Tooley, AT 2434
Lukas Hall, AT 2435
Phillip Holubeck, AT 2436
Connor Eksi, AT 2437
Jarod Marsden, AT 2438
Drew Spadaro, AT 2439
Matt Miller, AT 2440
Jake Lortz, AT 2441
Colin Pfeiffer, AT 2442
Connor Cloyed, AT 2443
Luke Johnson, AT 2444
Tyler Gill, AT 2445
Conor Rayl, AT 2446
Tommy Dougherty, AT 2447
Ben Toalson, AT 2448
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Austin Johnson, AT 2449
Connor Koza, AT 2450
Kevin Woolworth, AT 2451
Braden Guess, AT 2452
Carter Johnson, AT 2453
Tyler Jacobson, AT 2454
Cole Wellman, AT 2455
Jack Erikson, AT 2456
Ryan Moore, AT 2457
Trey McNeil, AT 2458
Neal Weldon, AT 2459
Nick Bouda, AT 2460
Thailer Khamsanit, AT 2461
Ben Krull, AT 2462
Jack Doran, AT 2463
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Alumni Involvement Builds
the Next Generation of Alpha Tau Leaders

A

team of Beta alumni work with members
of the active chapter to provide support for
the officers and to help with transitions from
year to year. We meet at least quarterly with
the members of the chapter executive team to
talk about chapter operations and goals. The
members of the alumni advisory team include:
Scott Barker ’07, Ryan Duell ’03, Bruce
McKeag ’65, Neil Moseman ’80, Tom Salistean
’06, Drew Stange ’80, and me. Also attending
our meetings are District Chief Mark Antonson
’04 and Assistant District Chief Kenton Moore
’06. Alumni involvement in the undergraduate
chapter is a key to success for any fraternity
chapter.
Recent highlights from the chapter include:
In February, eight officers attended the Keystone
Regional Leadership Conference in Chicago,
Illinois. It was a great opportunity to meet other

Beta leaders and learn about their officer roles.
This was my first Keystone; I was impressed with
the training provided by the General Fraternity
and by how well our team represented our
chapter.
On March 27, Ryan Lahne ’97, Dan Johnson ’97,
Jeremy Glasser ’97, and Grant Vicich ’97 spoke
to members at chapter dinner. They talked about
joining when there were only 25 active members,
the chapter’s involvement as a pilot in the Men of
Principle program, and the impact Beta has had
on their lives in the past 20 years.
On April 3, the chapter invited eight sorority
women, representing five different sororities, for
formal dinner. During the dinner the women
responded to questions regarding women’s safety
on campus and the culture of sexual assault on
college campuses in our country. It was a very
positive and informative discussion. The men

agreed to continue the journey to help change
the stereotype of fraternity men.
This summer, Alpha Tau members plan to attend
the Wooden Institute in Oxford, Ohio. Beta
men have a chance to learn leadership skills and
more about the concepts of Men of Principle
with other Betas from all over North America.
We hope to have a good representation at the
General Convention, July 27 to 29, in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
There are many ways to work with the men at
1515 R Street in a volunteer role. If any alumni
are interested in helping the chapter, please
contact me. Once a Beta, Always a Beta.
Yours in ___kai___,
Mike Wortman ’67
Chapter Counselor
mwortman66@gmail.com

Alpha Tau Challenges Greek Life
Stereotypes by Being Men of Principle
T
he past few years have not been kind for the Greek system at the
University of Nebraska - Lincoln. More than one fraternity has had
significant issues relating to alcohol or other drug problems, hazing, other
inappropriate behavior, and violations of the Student Code of Conduct.
In May a UNL sorority suspended over 25 members for alcohol-related
issues after a member was hospitalized. There was also a concern about the
use of party buses during their February formal. Some fraternity chapters
have been suspended by their national office. Similar stories involving
Beta and other fraternities exist across the United States and
Canada—and they are a challenge to the Greek Life that we
know. The February death of a Penn State University pledge
of Beta Theta Pi has received very extensive coverage in the
national news the past few weeks. Timothy Piazza’s death is
an unspeakable tragedy for his family.

you up-to-date on what Beta Theta Pi is doing to have a trained and active
alumni board, alcohol-free recruitment, elimination of a rogue national
test, and a commitment to a 100% hazing-free pledge program. All of these
points are honored at Alpha Tau. To read more on what Beta Theta Pi is
doing, please visit: http://beta.org/about/men-of-principle-initiative/

The men of Alpha Tau, in addition to self-governance and input from many
involved alumni, are active at several levels. Chapter leaders attend the
annual General Conventions. Alpha Tau sends representatives
to regional and national programs, including Cornerstone,
Wooden Institute, and Keystone Leadership conferences; all
are outlined at www.beta.org. We are proud that Alpha Tau
members take advantage of these opportunities to become
better leaders. While self-governance is deserved, the alumni
advisory board gives many hours each year working with
the chapter and its executive team, as outlined by Chapter
Counselor Mike Wortman ’67 in the article above. Other
undergraduates also have a working relationship with alumni—
and this is an important key to our successes. The board realizes
chapters have a complete turnover of men every four years. That is why
recruitment plays such an important role for Alpha Tau. The chapter and
alumni involvement in the entire process ensures the quality of pledges
remains high. Our pledge program is directly aimed at developing men
that are not subjected to hazing, drug use or alcohol abuse, and other
issues that have a devastating impact on a fraternity or sorority. We remain
highly confident the quality of young men in the Alpha Tau Chapter will
continue to point to us as campus and University leaders. We also feel the
mentor program discussed on pages 1 and 2 will help our strengths.

We are not to sit in judgment of others, but be assured that
the Alpha Tau Chapter and its alumni try hard to live up to the
mission of all of Beta Theta Pi and be Men of Principle. These
points can only be realized by living them and showing leadership.
These have been under scrutiny due to fraternities and sororities losing
touch with the values of the Greek brother and sisterhood. Our pledge
program provides a thorough education on the Men of Principle, and its
core values are also discussed with the entire chapter on a regular basis. If
you are not aware of what this mission statement involves, it was based on
significant cultural issues that challenged the very existence of Beta. Some
of those issues existed at Nebraska. Based on what was learned from Beta
chapters at Nebraska, Georgia, and Pennsylvania—the Men of Principle
initiative was established. This is a good read for everyone and to bring
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Death of an Alpha Tau
Beta at Pearl Harbor
“Yesterday, December 7th, 1941, a date which will live in infamy.”

M

ost of us have seen and heard the speech from President Franklin Roosevelt many
times. It was shown again last December on the 75th anniversary of the Pearl
Harbor attack.
Until Chapter Counselor Mike Wortman ’67 sent me an article about the death of
Lieutenant Frank Lomax ’39, of Broken Bow, NE, I was not aware of an Alpha Tau
alumnus being killed in the attack.
This information drew more meaning when I was reading
the December 2016/January 2017 issue of Reader’s Digest
over Christmas. There was a story of Donald Stratton’s
survival at Pearl Harbor. He is the author of the newly
published book, All the Gallant Men. He describes his
team based on the USS Arizona: “Harold Kuhn, Russell
Lott, Earl Riner, George Hollowell, Alvin Dvorak, Fred
Zimmerman, Frank Lomax—directed the anti-aircraft
guns.” When the ship was attacked, the team “spilled into
the metal enclosure” to which they were assigned.
Lt. Lomax is not mentioned again but his name
registered in my mind as I recalled the article Mike had
sent me a week earlier. I also subsequently found out that the General Fraternity,
every December 7th, offers a Facebook tribute to Lt. Lomax and an Ohio State Beta,
James Haverfield. They are honored on the General Fraternity Facebook page here:
https://www.facebook.com/betathetapi/posts/10154865775243987. Their story is also
documented in our lore book, Son of the Stars.
I told my wife that there was an Alpha Tau Beta that died at Pearl Harbor. For me, even
though we’ve been to the USS Arizona memorial twice, the attack now took on an added
meaning with the death of one of my fraternity brothers. RIP, Lt. Lomax.
Yours in ___kai___,
Bruce McKeag ’65

C

Alpha Tau Members
Accepted into UNL
Senior Honorariums

hapter President Sam Brower ’15, from Dakota Dunes, South Dakota, and Chapter Treasurer
Alan Davis ’16, from Elkhorn, Nebraska, were accepted into the Innocents Society, the
Chancellor’s senior honorary at UNL, which leads the campus in all aspects and promotes
school spirit. Former House Manager Jason Haskins ’15, from Hudson, Iowa, was accepted into
Mortar Board, a national senior honor society, which is an association of collegians selected for
distinguished ability in scholarship, leadership, and service. Congratulations!

Alumni News

T

his year, the Lincoln Journal-Star published
150 Notable Nebraskans leading up to March
1, the state of Nebraska’s 150th birthday. Two
Alpha Tau Betas, Berlin “Guy” Chamberlin
1914 and Victor Lewis ’69, made the list.
Berlin “Guy” Chamberlin 1914 was an allAmerican football player in 1915 while at UNL.
He went on to be a professional American Football
League player and coach in the National Football
League. In 1932, Guy returned to Blue Springs where
he became a farmer, state livestock inspector, and
businessman. A well-known authority on football,
he became a public speaker and radio broadcaster.
He was inducted into the College Football Hall of
Fame in 1962 and the Pro Football Hall of Fame in
1965. Guy entered our Mystic Shrine April 4, 1967.
The Dragon’s Tale featured Brother Chamberlin in
the fall 2014 issue. To read that article, visit https://
www.nebraskabeta.com/dragons-tale.
Victor Lewis ’69 is a world-renowned jazz
drummer and composer in New York, NY. He
was born into a family of musicians in Omaha,
and began his studies in cello and piano before
moving on to the drums. He began to play
professionally at age 15. He moved to New York
City in 1974 and has performed with many top
jazz artists, including as a member of the Stan
Getz Quartet from 1980 to 1991. In 2003, Victor
joined the jazz faculty at Rutgers University,
where he teaches drums and coaches chamber
jazz groups. In December, Victor returned to
Lincoln to receive an honorary doctorate from
the University. To read more about Victor’s
journey, please visit http://arts.unl.edu/music/
news/internationally-acclaimed-jazz-drummerv i c tor- l e w i s - re tu r ns - ne br a sk a - c onc e r t honorary. Editor’s note: Victor was a lost
brother for many years, but when the Journal
Star list was published, and with help from the
University of Nebraska Foundation, his ties
to our fraternity were re-established. Victor,
Alpha Tau wishes you continued good luck!

More Alumni News
Larry Bornschlegl ’62 was awarded for his
outstanding service in the sport of basketball
by the Nebraska School Activities Association
(NSAA). After his own stellar high school athletic
career in basketball (Super State), football (allconference), and track (state qualifier), Larry
was a principal of several Nebraska high schools.
He was also a high school basketball coach and
referee for many years, including working 10
boy’s state tournaments, and as an official for
(Continued on page 8)
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Our Mystic Shrine
E. G. “Bud” Schaumberg Jr., M.D. ’47 entered
Our Mystic Shrine on January 25 in Greeley, CO.
Bud attended the University of Nebraska Medical
School in Omaha and was a member of Phi
Rho Sigma medical society. His medical career
lasted 38 years, 33 of them at North Colorado
Medical Hospital and the Greeley Medical
Clinic. He was active in the Greeley community,
and was president of the Rotary Club and chair
of the United Way. In retirement, Bud enjoyed
recreational sports, and family time in Greeley
and Estes Park, CO, and Carefree, AZ.
Samuel “Sam” P. Baird ’63 entered Our Mystic
Shrine on February 1 in Lincoln, NE. Sam was
president and CEO of the Farmers State Bank &
Trust Co in Superior, NE. He was also president
of the Nebraska Banker’s Association, a director
of the Kansas City branch of the Federal Reserve,
and served on other boards and committees.
Upon retirement from the Superior Bank, he was
appointed as director of banking for the State
of Nebraska. Sam and his family were generous
supporters of Alpha Tau’s capital campaign for
the chapter house remodeling, and he was a
regular participant in the Wooglin Coffee group.
Sam is survived by his wife of 50 years, Joyce;
sons, Todd Baird ’88 and Scott Baird, Yale
’89; daughter, Libby; and nine grandchildren.
Editor’s note: The Wooglin Coffee group meets
at the Harbor Coffeehouse in the north end of
Piedmont Shopping Center at Cotner and A
streets every Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. Open to any
alumni of Alpha Tau.
Thomas “Tom” E. Tipton ’64 entered Our Mystic
Shrine on May 1 in Lincoln, NE. While at UNL,
with urging from Kile Johnson ’63, Tom tried
out for the Husker tennis team. Tom lettered in
1965-66. After graduation, he worked for the
Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Company as an
area supervisor and continued to be employed by
LTT’s successors for 30 years. Tom had a suit-andtie job, but his passion was tennis. He coached
the Nebraska Wesleyan University tennis team in
the 1990s, and in 1994 his team was undefeated
in conference play. He also coached his son, T.J.,
at Wesleyan and his son, Sam, played tennis at
Doane College in Crete, NE. Tom was a member
of the Lincoln Tennis Association and Woods
Tennis Center for over 40 years. Tom was inducted
into the Nebraska Tennis Hall of Fame in 1997.
His dedication to tennis was unmatched. He was
instrumental in the five-year effort to raise more
than $6 million to replace the failing and bubbled
indoor courts with a hard-sided state-of-the-art
indoor tennis center in Lincoln. These efforts
included helping organize a tennis tournament

last October. The new courts were dedicated on
May 17. He is survived by wife, Amy; sons, T. J.
and Sam; daughters, Tracee and Karlene; and one
grandchild.

an ongoing scholarship program in his memory.
The scholarship will use the Omaha Community
and University of Nebraska Foundations;
$30,000 has been contributed so far.

Nathan Skokan ’12 entered Our Mystic Shrine
on December 22, 2016, while on a family
vacation. At the time of his death, Nate was a
live-in senior pursuing a degree in marketing.
He was a unique, hilarious individual whose
carefree and exuberant personality added flair
to our chapter. Nate cared deeply about all of
his family, friends, and fraternity brothers; a
love that was reciprocated by everyone that
knew him. His loss creates a void that nobody
else can fill, and his impact will be felt forever.
More than 60 Betas attended his funeral a
few days after Christmas—many traveling a
great distance. Nate is survived by his parents,
Todd and Lisa Skokan, and two brothers,
Zach Skokan ’10 and Sam Skokan ’15. At the
April 17 Monday night dinner, Nate’s parents
unveiled a display to honor him and announced

James R. Grant, age 91, passed away on
November 8, 2016, in Lincoln, NE. His obituary
listed membership in Beta Theta Pi, but an
extensive search of records, including the
General Fraternity, failed to locate any Beta ties.
Lincoln alumni and his family were unable to
help confirm his membership. Per the published
obituary, “James was a graduate of Lincoln High
School and a member of Beta Theta Pi fraternity
at the University of Nebraska.” His obit will not
be published in The Beta Theta Pi Magazine, but if
any Alpha Tau alumni know the circumstances of
Mr. Grant, please email updates@nebraskabeta.
com. If we obtain solid information, we will share
that with the General Fraternity to have records
corrected. It is possible he left the University to
join the military and was never initiated.

In celebration of Nebraska’s 150th birthday, several hearts were placed for permanent
display around the city of Lincoln, including one for the Alpha Tau front lawn.
Pictured: Sam Brower ’15, Mike Franken ’15, and Jason Hawkins ’15.
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eight state final games. At half-time of this year’s
state tournament, Larry was given a plaque for
his many contributions to high school sports.
In October, Larry will be inducted into the
Nebraska High School Sports Hall of Fame
for his 20 years of officiating basketball; he has
also worked as an NSAA observer for 25 years.
“Congratulations, Larry, on both of these welldeserved recognitions.” Larry and his wife,
Shirley, returned to Lincoln just over one year
ago. Email: lbornsch@yahoo.com

Beta Theta Pi Alumni Association of Nebraska
P.O. Box 22251
Lincoln, NE 68542

Dennis “Denny” Bloom ’67 and his wife, Katie,
were inducted into the YMCA Heritage Club
Endowment Hall of Fame for Montgomery County,
Iowa. The Blooms were honored for their generosity
and commitment to the YMCA at a banquet in
Red Oak, IA, in November. Denny stays active
with Alpha Tau. He participates in the annual Beta
golf tournament, usually held in September, and
many other Beta functions. He and Katie are also
generous donors for Alpha Tau’s capital campaign.
Email: dennisdbloom@yahoo.com

Visit Us Online

WEBSITE

www.nebraskabeta.com

f
FACEBOOK

Attention: This newsletter is intended for alumni and parents. If your son is still attending
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, he will receive a copy at the chapter house. If he has graduated,
please send his permanent address to updates@nebraskabeta.com. Thank you.

Recruitment
Recommendations Needed!

A

lumni, we value your input on membership selection. If you know someone who would be an
asset to the chapter, please send the information below to Recruitment Chairman Tanner Haas
’16 at recruitment@nebraskabeta.com.

Beta Theta Pi - University of Nebraska

l
TWITTER
@Beta_UNL

INSTAGRAM
@beta_unl

i
LINKEDIN

Beta Theta Pi,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Prospect’s name: ______________________________________________________________
Prospect’s cell phone, if available: _________________________________________________
Prospect’s email: ______________________________________________________________
Home address: ________________________________________________________________
High school attended: __________________________________________________________
Intended major: _______________________________________________________________
Activities: ____________________________________________________________________
Parent/guardian phone: _________________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________________________
Is prospect a Beta legacy? If yes, provide full details: ____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Reference submitted by: _______________________________________________________

